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Abstract. We introduce and evaluate the Open Energy Ontology (OEO) which we develop for the energy system analysis domain. Energy system analysis uses computational models to create scenarios reflecting possible future developments in distributed networks of energy supply and consumption. To date, the energy system analysis domain is still fragmented and it is difficult to integrate results across studies.

The goal of the OEO is to build a common and shared conceptualisation that will be used in the energy system analysis community for multiple purposes, including annotation of the large amounts of data that result from various research projects assembled – for example – on the Open Energy Platform (OEP). Adding annotations will make this data semantically searchable, exchangeable, re-usable and interoperable.

We present the OEO ontology structure and content, and evaluate it for coverage of terms from the OEP fact sheets, and for annotation agreement among experts. We also describe how the ontology will be used for Linked Open Data.
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1 Challenges within a Heterogeneous Domain

The transition to sustainable energy systems and achieving the COP21 climate goals8 are global societal challenges. Science has the task of supporting this ongoing transformation through objective assessment (for example detailed assessment of progress towards climate and energy targets as in [5]), new findings and innovative methods and strategies. Against this background, energy system

8https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/the-paris-agreement
analysis is faced with complex research questions about scenarios concerning the state and development of the energy system and its transition to more and more (up to 100%) deployment of renewable energy. These research questions cannot be answered by individual scientists, institutions or even countries, thus the energy system analysis community is dependent on networking and cooperation, and needs to ensure an extensive and frictionless scientific exchange. However, this is not an easy task since scientists working in this area come from a wide range of diverse disciplines, including engineering, natural and social sciences, physics, mathematics, computer science, economics, meteorology and geography.

Energy scenarios are one of the main research outputs of energy system analysis. They contain statements about possible future developments of the energy system, based on a coherent and internally consistent set of assumptions, including their motivations. Energy system models map aspects of the (future) energy system, and accompany scenarios in many cases. Both are used to conduct studies and experiments and have distinctive characteristics in which they often differ greatly. Regardless of their differences, the great variety of scenarios and models depict the range of possible developments for the future energy system and their manifold aspects. A single scenario or model by itself is not able to map all relevant aspects of energy systems with sufficient accuracy. The regional scope of energy scenarios and models can vary from small municipalities to whole countries or continents. Although their specific focus is often on electricity supply, the boundaries of the investigated system may be extended to also account for e.g. heating, cooling or gas supply. Thereby, they can span different sectors such as industry, residential or mobility, and depict technological, economical, ecological and social aspects. The scenarios also differ in their respective levels of detail, e.g. their temporal and spatial resolutions. Even if two scenarios have the same characteristics and basic definitions, they still often differ in their underlying approaches.

The data used as input for scenarios and models originates from a large variety of data sources belonging to many different domains. Data is provided by public agencies, gathered from scientific papers and commercial or public databases, stem from crowd sourcing initiatives or are measured by researchers themselves or by remote sensors. The respective data formats range from single values or time series to multidimensional fields, thereby representing information in various spatial and temporal resolutions, e.g. hourly wind speeds at various sites and various heights above ground. In addition to this extensive data basis, the energy system analysis community is, as a result of its modelling efforts, itself generating data at a large scale. Without the means of permanently and consistently annotating data with contextual information and documentation, databases are at risk of becoming “data graveyards” in which it is difficult to find, link, retrieve and update existing and relevant data. This promotes the emergence of isolated and quickly outdated data silos. Such silos lead to cycles of assembling data inventories again and again, resulting in poor data handling efficiency across the community.
As of yet, there is no ontology tailored to energy system analysis that describes the relevant data and modelling approaches with all their characteristics. Thus, the management, exchange, comparison and interpretation of scientific data, approaches and results represent difficult challenges continuously addressed by third-party funded projects and community initiatives. The Open Energy Ontology (OEO) has been developed with the goal of easing cooperation and exchange of information across the energy system analysis domain. The OEO is designed to map the complexity of the research area and to organise the ambiguous terminology of this domain. Its steady growth increasingly enables the precise, unequivocal and comprehensible annotation and interpretation of research data. Serving as a basis for an international and frictionless scientific exchange, the OEO enables the consolidation and reuse of distributed data inventories across domains, thereby harnessing synergies within the global and interdisciplinary energy system analysis community and supporting the robust transition to sustainable energy systems.

The remainder of this article is organised as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of open and collaborative approaches for ontology development and ontologies connected to the energy domain. In Section 3, the OEO is introduced as a domain ontology for energy system modelling and analysis, and the chosen design patterns and content structures are described. Section 4 elaborates on the OEO’s open collaborative development processes and on how they are embedded in the energy system analysis community to ensure its sustainable development. Thereafter, Section 5 describes two use cases which are currently part of the third-party funded LOD-GEOSS research project. In Section 6 the setup of two evaluation experiments is explained. While the first is concerned with the ontology’s coverage of domain terminology, the second addresses its current usability for domain experts. The results of the evaluation are then discussed in Section 7. Section 8 closes this article with general conclusions and an outlook of future work.

2 Related Work

2.1 Open and Collaborative Ontology Development

Ontologies such as the OEO that are developed to serve a scientific community as a whole rely on workflows, standards and technologies that enable collaborative development. Many ontology development methodologies have been proposed (e.g. [7, 9, 20, 22]). In many ways these are similar to the workflows and methodologies associated with open source software: they aim to make the ontology development process reliable and repeatable, while focusing on quality throughout the development. As exemplified by the recommendations in a recent short article offering “ten simple rules” for ontology development [4], one of the most
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9https://www.energieforschung.de/forschung-und-innovation/systemanalyse/modex
10https://www.forschungsnetzwerke-energie.de/systemanalyse
11https://openmod-initiative.org/manifesto.html
important aspects of good ontology development is to re-use existing ontology content as far as is possible. This allows cumulative extension of the available knowledge resources without duplication of effort. Hence, the OEO has been designed to import relevant content where possible. Having a clear approach to ontology versioning and using an ‘open’ license are also key to many of the methodological recommendations, as is using a version control system for keeping track of the ontology’s evolution. Furthermore, such methodologies typically include recommendations for setting the scope of the ontology, and for evaluation, which should be performed early, frequently and openly. Finally, they recommend community engagement and documentation of design patterns.

To facilitate re-use and collaborative exchange of ontology content between different communities and different domain areas, it is particularly important that common standards are adhered to. To help facilitate the development of such common standards, the OBO Foundry [19] is an initiative in the biological and biomedical domain which has brought together ontology authors to create a set of design principles and standards for ontologies which can be semi-automatically verified. These design principles and standards have also allowed the implementation of tools such as the ontology library ROBOT [10] which automates many common ontology development tasks. While the OEO addresses a different domain to the biomedical, many of the standards which we have adopted in its development are based on those developed for the Foundry. For example, we re-use Foundry metadata standards and common relationships.

2.2 Ontologies in the Energy Domain

The only well-known terminological resource for energy system analysis is the EnArgus Ontology [15]. The German state and its federal governments use this ontology to support decision-makers with energy science related findings. It includes a wide range of terminology that has been collected in a semi-automatic fashion. The related wiki promises a rich resource of useful terms and definitions. However, the EnArgus Ontology is proprietary and has not been made available to the community. Therefore, it cannot be reused by other energy system analysis projects, and in particular not by open energy system analysis projects. Based on the publicly available information in the wiki, the EnArgus ontology consists mainly of a subclass hierarchy and is only lightly axiomatised.

Energy markets and price developments are a central part of many energy system models. Electricity markets are the subject of the Electricity Markets Ontology [17], and financial markets of the Financial Industry Business Ontology [2]. Recent developments in energy system analysis necessitate a more holistic approach to the representation of markets, including for heat, gas and other energy carriers as well as the transitions between those. The OEO does not yet include a comprehensive treatment of markets, but when this is added, pre-existing ontologies may be harnessed where possible, supplemented by additional content according to the needed scope.

Semantic technologies have been applied in many smart home applications for data management and data integration. Therefore, the domains of houses
and urban development have been covered by ontologies. For example, the SE-MANCO Ontology [14] and the Energy Resource Ontology [11] cover energy-related aspects of the housing sector. Other physical systems, their relations and properties are modelled in the SEAS ontology [13], which was developed as a generalisation of the semantic sensor ontology (SSN) [3]. Many sources of renewable energy depend on some kind of meteorological phenomena and most energy simulations involve assumptions regarding weather and climate to predict the behaviour of those energy sources. The annotation of meteorological and climate data and the involved technologies was the main use case for the development of the OntoWind ontology [12].

In summary, no publicly available ontology exists covering the full energy system analysis domain. The OEO addresses this gap.

3 General Design Choices of the OEO

3.1 Ontology Background, Context and Outline

The OEO was created as a part of the Open Energy Family, an open source toolbox and database for open data within the field of energy system analysis research. This toolbox is built around the Open Energy Platform (OEP)\(^\text{12}\), a collaborative online platform with an underlying database for energy and climate analysis data. A wide range of data types, from single energy data sets to complete energy scenarios, can be uploaded to the database. All data sets are published under an open license and become freely and easily accessible to others. The OEP serves as a reference and facilitates scientific and political decision making due to an improved level of transparency and comparability.

The OEO has been developed within the project SzenarienDB, augmented by the project LOD-GEOSS. The project SzenarienDB extends the functionality of the Open Energy Platform to a transparent and user friendly database for energy scenarios [16]. As an essential part of the energy system analysis domain, scenarios are complex and heterogeneous and thus are in need of an ontology as a common understanding. The aim of the project LOD-GEOSS is to create a network of heterogeneous databases for input and output data from energy system analysis. The idea is to share the data in decentralised databases which stay with the data owners, so they can take care of data updates and maintenance. The databases are connected through a meta data catalogue which makes the data findable and accessible. Both projects implement the FAIR principles\(^\text{13}\) of open data to energy system analysis data.

The OEO is developed using the the Web Ontology Language (OWL). It contains around 900 classes. About 300 of these are OEO-owned classes, while the remainder is imported from one of the external ontologies as described in Section 3.3. There are around 80 object properties. About 50% are imported and 50% are created internally. In total, the OEO contains over 8000 axioms.

\(^\text{12}\)https://openenergy-platform.org/
\(^\text{13}\)https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
The first official release 1.0 of the OEO is scheduled for June 2020. The ontology can be accessed via GitHub\(^{14}\) and its official releases are published on the OEP\(^{15}\).

### 3.2 BFO, Design Patterns and Best Practices

As is common practice for many scientific ontologies, the OEO is structured based on a shared ‘upper level’ or foundational ontology that describes basic cross-domain types of entity, such as objects and processes. The OEO has adopted the widely used Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) for this purpose \([1]\). BFO distinguishes between ‘occurent’ entities that unfold in time and have temporal parts (e.g. processes, transformations, flows), and ‘continuant’ entities that continue to exist as the same individual over time (e.g. objects, organisms, devices). Among continuant entities, BFO further distinguishes between those that are ‘independent’ and those that are ‘dependent’, such as qualities and other attributes.

As mentioned above, the OEO also adopts ontology design patterns and best practices, in line with the broader community of the OBO Foundry \([19]\). Best practice principles concerning terminology, definitions and taxonomy were also derived from the book \([1]\). The ontology has a modular organisation (described in Section 3.3) and maintains as far as possible a single asserted superclass taxonomic structure, although in some cases additional superclasses can be inferred from logical axioms. Each entity in the ontology is assigned an alphanumeric primary identifier in the namespace \(OEO:x\) (where \(x\) is a unique number). The numbers are sequential and semantics-free, however, specific sub-ranges are assigned to different ontology curators in order to prevent clashes during concurrent editing. Each entity in the ontology is assigned a unique label and a text definition, while additional synonyms, comments and logical axioms may be included if needed.

### 3.3 Structure and Submodules

The OEO consists of three main modules (Fig. 1) covering these aspects of the energy system analysis domain: 1) models and data, 2) social and economic aspects and 3) the physical side of energy systems. All modules are imported into the main ontology, which adds relations between the separate modules.

The `oeo-model` module comprises all entities related to data and models. Apart from the different types of models, most entities defined in this module relate to either transformations of data or information entities, e.g. model calculations and the data processing methods used in energy system models. Information-related entities included in this module are largely an imported subset of the Information Artifact Ontology\(^{16}\). This imported module includes

\(^{14}\)https://github.com/OpenEnergyPlatform/ontology/
\(^{15}\)https://openenergy-platform.org/ontology/
\(^{16}\)https://github.com/information-artifact-ontology/IAO/
the class “information content entity”, with subclasses to define types of information content entity, such as data items, documents, symbols and figures. The OEO’s own information content entities are classified as subclasses of these more general information entities, for example, the scenario class and different types of data descriptors, as well as assumptions and constraints.

The **oeo-social** module depicts social roles and entities to describe the social and economic aspects of energy systems. Included are basic classes such as “person” and “organisation” as well as sectors. Sectors are implemented as a combination of a “sector” class alongside overarching “sector divisions” that delineate which sectors are relevant within a particular context. Different kinds of roles for people or organisations in the domain are defined beneath “agent”, including “author”, “producer” and “user”. An important kind of organisation for the energy systems domain are energy producers, implemented though the “organisational energy producer” class and its subclasses.

The **oeo-physical** module includes all entities related to the physical world of energy systems. Generators, batteries, different materials and technologies are covered. Most entities described are physical objects and therefore subclasses of BFO’s “material entity” class. One important topic within this module is matter, materials and fuels. These are represented beneath a “portion of matter” class. Here different materials such as coal, peat, water and methane are defined. Using axioms that enable automated classification based on logical equivalences, these materials are arranged into different categories based on their properties and capabilities, such as greenhouse gases or fuels. In particular, fuels have been categorised into detailed subtypes such as biofuels, renewable fuels or nuclear fuels. The related entities for greenhouse gas emission and pollution are defined as subclasses of BFO’s “process”. The ontology also includes artificial objects such as batteries and power plants. Power plants are categorised by their inputs, e.g. wind farms or biofuel power plants. To describe quantitative amounts of physical entities, the Unit Ontology [8] was imported into this module. It defines
As mentioned above and shown in Fig. 1, the OEO imports parts of other ontologies to avoid “re-inventing the wheel”. Reuse is facilitated by using the ROBOT library [10] to extract just the needed content as sub-modules. Aside from BFO, two other ontologies are also reused. First, the Relations Ontology (RO) module contains a subset of the object properties defined by the Relations Ontology [18]. We chose to only include a subset of RO, as many of the relations are not relevant for energy system analysis. Examples of object properties imported through this module are properties such as ‘has quality’ and ‘has disposition’, some basic properties such as ‘part of’, and properties to define temporal and spatial relations including ‘starts with’ and ‘located in’. Second, the OEO contains all metadata annotations defined by the Information Artifact Ontology. This module includes standardised annotations such as the “term tracker item” annotation that is used to reference a GitHub issue and pull request that defined or changed the entity, creating transparency by allowing rapid access to further information and the history of a class, as well as the discussions that took place around it.

Fig. 2 shows some of the classes and properties of the final structure of the OEO, indicating that beyond a mere taxonomy, there is a rich set of properties (relations) linking classes. If a relation just affects classes of one specific module it is defined in that module, while relations that link classes of different modules together are defined in the parent OEO file.
4 Open Collaborative Development

As discussed in 3.2, the OEO follows the OBO principles\(^17\) and thus, is developed as an interdisciplinary, collaborative, public and open source\(^18\) project. The chosen workflow reflects these characteristics, with a special focus on openness. All technical discussions and developer meetings are held publicly on the project’s GitHub page\(^19\) and anyone is invited to contribute. Furthermore, a steering committee with experts from different related disciplines was created to guide the development of the ontology.

4.1 Git Workflow

The development of the OEO takes place mainly on GitHub. Detailed manuals for usage\(^20\) and contribution\(^21\) allow new collaborators and users a facilitated entry to the ontology, and describe the workflow, which ensures quality and traceability of decisions. The workflow requires that every suggested change to the ontology has to be discussed in an issue before making the actual change. Issues are categorised into one of four categories: “adding new entity”, “restructuring existing parts”, “updating definitions of existing entities” and ”other”. Small changes need the agreement of at least two members of the project, larger changes at least three. These members should include one domain expert and one ontology expert. In order to reflect the diverse background of the members and facilitate rapid group formation when tackling an issue, developers can join GitHub teams in their fields of expertise. There are teams for the fields of economy, energy modelling, linked open data, meteorology and ontology. If an agreement is hard to reach within the issue discussions, it is then added to the agenda of the next ontology developer meeting / telephone conference.

The procedure is designed to be slow, but thorough. After an issue’s solution is agreed upon, technical implementation of the change can follow a quick protocol and can be carried out by any member.

4.2 Community Embedding

The workflow on GitHub is supplemented with online developer meetings in which progress is reviewed and challenging topics are discussed. These meetings are held approximately every other month and are organised by the members of the research projects SzenarienDB and LOD-GEOSS. In such cases where no agreement on an issue can be found and where there are several possible solutions, the issue, along with the different options and their ramifications are passed to the OEO-Steering Committee (OEO-SC) which will debate and decide on it. Aside from helping with directional decisions, the OEO-SC helps to raise

\(^17\)http://obofoundry.org/principles/fp-000-summary.html
\(^18\)https://github.com/OpenEnergyPlatform/ontology/blob/dev/LICENSE
\(^19\)https://github.com/OpenEnergyPlatform/ontology/issues
\(^20\)https://github.com/OpenEnergyPlatform/ontology/blob/dev/README.md
\(^21\)https://github.com/OpenEnergyPlatform/ontology/blob/dev/CONTRIBUTING.md
awareness of the ontology and its adoption in currently running and planned projects. It convenes approximately every 3 months. To ensure a widespread acceptance of the committee and the OEO, a diverse group of experts with several years of experience in the domain and from different organisations was selected. The OEO has been introduced to several hundred scientists in the field: It was presented to the openmod community and to the Forschungsnetzwerke-Energie (FNE), which has more than 250 participants. Furthermore as it is developed as part of the Open Energy Family toolbox, a community of over 350 registered Open Energy Platform users is exposed to it.

5 Initial Use Cases

The vision of the LOD-GEOSS project is to build an interoperable, distributed database architecture (guided by Linked (Open) Data principles) for establishing a platform economy for data life cycles in the energy domain. Alongside the broad range of potential applications of the ontology, such as data set summarisation, user categorisation or tagging, and semantic search, it is currently being employed for two use cases. First, the OEO has been used for data representation. With the help of a mapping to the OEO, the German Core energy market data register is transformed from CSV to RDF\(^{22}\), such that it is queryable using SPARQL\(^{23}\).

Second, the LOD-GEOSS project aims to directly connect the distributed database architecture to energy system models. Using the OEO, the annotation of data inventories and the functional parameters expected or provided by model interfaces should be homogenised in such a way that clear assignments can be made. At the same time, the heterogeneity of interface descriptions is to be reduced and thus the effort of programmers and users to produce or understand them minimised. Within the project, the interfaces of several well established energy system models of different type are analysed to ensure a broad integration of the most important data categories. The FINE Framework, for example, is an open source Python package\(^{24}\) that provides functionalities for modelling, optimisation and analysis of high-resolution energy system models in terms of time, space and technology [23]. Its four most important component classes, which model source/sink, conversion, transmission and storage technologies, are characterised by approx. 40 different attributes each. All of these attributes must be initialised using static parameters or multidimensional data series before model calculations can be carried out. Based on the currently existing interface description\(^{25}\) in which the individual function parameters are named and defined, it is currently being investigated to what extent there is already coverage with the terminology of the OEO, and at which points the interface or the ontology must be adapted. Using these specific model applications, the project aims to develop

\(^{22}\)https://databus.dbpedia.org/ jj-author/mastr/bnetza-mastr/
\(^{23}\)https://api.triplydb.com/s/U9p6shrkg
\(^{24}\)https://github.com/FZJ-IEK3-VSA/FINE
best practices that can be used to homogenise the connection of data to models and ultimately the exchange of data between the models themselves and to promote scientific exchange within the international energy system community.

6 Evaluation Setup

6.1 Coverage Study

The ontology should cover use cases such as annotation of various fact sheets and databases. An ontology coverage study was based on scenario fact sheets that are being developed within the project SzenarienDB. Scenario fact sheets collect information in a structured form about energy system scenarios.

The information collected in the scenario fact sheets covers a variety of topics including general information such as title and authors, publication format and license, and the temporal and spatial analysis space of the energy models. Information on the performed modelling are covered in detail by different fields for energy and demand sectors, fuels, energy flows and environmental effects. Macro-economic data such as population, gross domestic product and energy prices is also covered. The scenario fact sheets are used to describe energy scenarios and filled by their authors when providing the corresponding scenario data to the OEP.

We used the field names of the fact sheet form as input for a semi-automated concept annotation task. In the first stage, five concept candidates from the OEO were automatically retrieved for each field label from the fact sheet form, based on label string similarity, more specifically, a combination of word tokenisation, soft Jaccard index on the token sets, and Levenshtein distance for softening the Jaccard index [6]. In the second stage, a group of ontology developers selected the correct entities or combination of entities from the candidates. Furthermore, they identified relevant entities from the ontology which were not discovered by the automatic approach. We excluded fact sheet fields that served as broad fallback descriptions (e.g. Other Fuels) from the evaluation, as these are deliberately not included in the ontology. Introducing such fallbacks in an ontology is considered to be bad design; for annotation purposes the same expression can be formally achieved through use of the parent class (e.g. Fuel) intersected with complements of sub-classes (e.g. Fossil Fuel). Further, ontology properties were excluded.

For the evaluation, a three-stage rating was applied to measure how well a fact sheet entity was covered by one or a combination of OEO entities:

- **no match** indicates that the OEO does not contain any matching entities (yet) to annotate a given fact sheet field.
- **partial match** indicates that a fact sheet entity can be annotated in part by one or a combination of OEO entities. For example: “costs of coal” can only be expressed partially, because “costs” is not yet included in the OEO, whereas “(portion of) coal” is.
- **good match** indicates a full match.
Table 1. OEO coverage for scenario fact sheet field names measured for ALL evaluated field names, and for a subset excluding socio-economic related fields (ESE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th># fields</th>
<th>good match</th>
<th>partial match</th>
<th>no match</th>
<th>matches combined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALL counts / ratio</strong></td>
<td>153</td>
<td>72 / 47%</td>
<td>36 / 24%</td>
<td>45 / 29%</td>
<td>108 / 71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ESE counts / ratio</strong></td>
<td>109</td>
<td>71 / 66%</td>
<td>15 / 14%</td>
<td>23 / 21%</td>
<td>86 / 79%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Inter-annotator Agreement Study

The classes and definitions included in an ontology should be comprehensible and unambiguous. When annotating resources with ontology concepts for improved findability and query functionality, it is crucial that different annotators are able to use the ontology consistently. Thus, one way to evaluate ontologies is to ask users to annotate texts with terms from the ontology and measure the agreement of their answers [21].

We selected five text fragments from model fact sheets to study if energy domain experts can annotate them consistently. We selected such text fragments where annotation with ontology terms was not obvious, i.e. such that there was no perfect match between portions of the text fragment and labels of ontology terms, but rather several only roughly matching ontology terms could be relevant. For every text fragment, using the same string similarity technique and manual refinement by ontology developers as in Section 6.1 above, six ontology entities were selected. Together with the respective text fragment, annotators were given a multiple choice among those six entity definitions, plus a seventh field “None of the above”. Researchers at institutes with energy system analysis focus were identified as potential participants of this study and were invited by email. Participants in the study had no previous experience using the OEO.

7 Evaluation Results and Discussion

7.1 Coverage

The evaluation results of the coverage study are shown in Table 1 and have been made publicly accessible\(^\text{26}\). In total, the annotation of 153 fact sheet fields was tested, as depicted in the first table row (“ALL”). About half of the fields (47%) have a good match, whereas 29% have no match at all and cannot be described by the OEO yet.

About 30% of the fact sheet fields (44) relate to socioeconomic aspects of the domain. These refer to e.g. costs of fuels or prices for CO\(_2\) emissions, as well as populations or gross domestic products (GDP). As described in Section 3, the OEO is structured into three modules. Until now, the main focus of the OEO development for the initial release has been on the oeo-physical module, with the other modules scheduled for becoming the focus area in subsequent

\(^{26}\)https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3870654
releases. Thus, the other modules have not yet been comprehensively developed, and especially the oeo-social module is still in an early state of development.

To mitigate for this, the second row of the table ("ESE") just considers those fields (109) that are not related to socioeconomic aspects. Here, about 65% of the concepts have a good match and 21% have no match at all. Comparing the total counts of both results ("ALL" and "ESE"), it can be seen that there is only one field within the socioeconomic part that has a good match.

7.2 Inter-annotator Agreement

For the inter-annotator agreement study, we only included data from participants who fully completed the study. Of the 20 such participants, two had previous experience with ontologies, and 17 had at least one year of experience with energy systems modelling. It turned out that for 71% of the candidate ontology entities, 70% or more of the participants agreed in their annotation of a text fragment. However, an inter-annotator agreement of 75% or more was only achieved for 59% of the candidate ontology entities. This result shows a medium level of inter-annotator agreement with significant room for improvement.27

According to our analysis, several factors contributed to the relatively low inter-annotator agreement:

1. Participants did not follow our guidance to only select the best match, and also picked broader matches. For example, if “greenhouse gas emission” was chosen as a match, the participants were not supposed to also choose “greenhouse gas”. The second annotation is redundant, since the ontology already contains an axiom that states: “Greenhouse gas emissions involve the emission of some greenhouse gas”. In practice, adding a redundant annotation does not cause problems, but in the context of this evaluation it reduced the measured inter-annotator agreement.

2. In some cases the choices provided to the participants did not contain an entity that would describe a text fragment optimally, and there was no obvious second-best match. Hence, the gaps in the coverage of our domain that were detected in the first evaluation had negative impacts on the inter-annotator agreement.

3. It is likely that the documentation of some of the entities in the OEO was not sufficient to enable the participants to use them consistently.

We are in the process of revising the OEO according to the insights from this evaluation. One major task is to increase the coverage of the OEO in order to ensure that it provides the terminology that is necessary to describe energy scenarios and models. Equally important is to improve the documentation of the entities in the ontology. Thus far the main focus was on providing ontologically sound and logically correct definitions. But to achieve better inter-annotator agreement we need to add more explanations, examples and synonyms.

27 Instead of one or more ontology concepts, it was also possible to select “None of the above”. This has been chosen only very few times, which suggests that our set of candidate entities had sufficient coverage for annotating the given text fragments.
8 Conclusion and Future Work

We reported on the development-in-progress and initial evaluation of an open community-driven ontology for the energy system analysis domain. While ontologies are not completely novel to this domain, pre-existing efforts were focused either on a specific sub-area of the overall domain, or were developed as proprietary resources without general open accessibility. In energy system analysis, aside from the practical benefits for re-use and reproducibility, openness has important consequences for transparency and the building of trust and accountability. Increasingly, open data platforms such as Renewable Ninja and Open Power System Data are working towards transparently allowing the community to share data, align models and work together, which will be even further facilitated by the ontology. Transparency and trust are ever more important in the context of the advancing climate crisis, as the outputs of modelling efforts may be used in decision-making processes where there are strong feelings about particular possibilities. There is a need for robust, reproducible evidence that can be amalgamated and compared across different modelling approaches and stakeholder groups.

At its first release the ontology is still in an early stage of development. Following the advice of the ‘ten simple rules’ [4], we conducted an evaluation in the spirit of ‘evaluate early, evaluate often’. Our findings show that we are moving in the right direction. However, much work will still remains to be done to enhance both the coverage of the ontology and the quality of its documentation. The second release, planned for later in the summer of 2020, will focus in particular on the missing socioeconomic aspects of the energy systems domain, harnessing content from already existing ontologies where possible to comprehensively describe socioeconomic entities. Subsequent releases will expand the coverage more generally and add more detail to the modelling module, including algorithms, constraints and assumptions.
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